Abstract. Facet browsing has become popular as a user friendly interface to data repositories. We extend facet browsing of Semantic Web data in five ways. First, users are able to select and navigate through facets of resources of any type and to make selections based on properties of other, semantically related, types. We address a disadvantage of hierarchy-based navigation by adding a keyword search interface with semantic autocompletion. The interface of our browser, /facet, allows the inclusion of facet-specific display options that go beyond the hierarchical navigation that characterizes current facet browsing. Finally, the browser works on any RDFS dataset without any additional configuration.
Facet browser interfaces provide a convenient and user-friendly way to navigate through a wide range of data collections [1] [2] [3] . An individual facet highlights a dimension of the underlying data. Often, the values of this dimension are hierarchically structured. By visualizing and navigating this hierarchy in the user interface, the user is able to specify constraints on the items selected from the repository. By combining constraints from multiple facets, a user is able to specify relatively complex queries through an intuitive Web navigation interface, while avoiding dead ends containing zero results.
Browse any type of resource. Traditional facet browsers assume a fixed set of facets to select and navigate through relatively homogeneous data. On the heterogeneous semantic web this approach falls short, because typical datasets are too diverse to use a single set of facets. In /facet we associate a set of appropriate facets to each type. A natural and convenient way to achieve this functionality is by regarding the rdf:type property as "just" another facet. The facet applies to all resources and the values from its range are typically organized by the rdfs:subclassOf hierarchy, allowing navigation just as for any other facet. Since the semantics of this facet is derived directly from that of rdfs:type, by making a selection, users indicate the type of resource they are interested in. This constraint automatically selects which other facets are also active.
Query across resource types. Typical semantic web collections contain rich and extensive background knowledge. As a result, users expect to be able to base their selection not only on facets of the result instances, but also on facets from concepts from the background knowledge. For example, a set of artworks can be selected based on the properties (facets) of their creators. In the type facet we display all resource types that are related to the current type. Selecting a different type switches the interface to browse this resource, while maintaining the constraints from the previous type. In order to achieve this the facet browser needs to know which relation can be used to connect the two sets of resources. /facet searches for such properties at run time.
Semantic autocompletion. Navigating a large tree can be a difficult job, even for expert users who are familiar with the tree structure. To overcome this problem, we added a keyword search box with a dynamic suggestion facility to each facet. Note that the typical "no dead ends" style of facet browsing is retained: only keywords that produce actual results are suggested. We distinguish three types of keyword suggestion and search: 1) search on all instances, helping to select the right type, 2) search within a single facet, helping to move in complex facet hierarchies, 3) search across all active facets, showing the user the different uses of a keyword in different facets.
Facet-specific display options. The values of a facet are typically presented in a list or a tree structure with textual labels. However, some structures are more easy to understand when presented in some other way. Time is a quantity that is often associated with resources and can be usefully visualized on a timeline. We have developed a timeline plug-in to visualize time-related facets (such as dc:date and its subproperties).
Browse any dataset. The facets that are shown in the interface can be configured in a separate file. Because a facet is defined in terms of RDF classes and properties, the configuration file itself is also in RDF, using a simple RDF vocabulary. To generate a first configuration file (that can later be hand edited), /facet analyzes the dataset and generates a set of RDF facet definitions.
/facet in action (http://slashfacet.semanticweb.org) Fig. 1 shows a /facet interface on various datasets of a cultural heritage collection. On the top left corner the type facet is visible with Work as the selected class. The other classes that are shown in this facet are related to Work. The facets applicable to artworks are available from the facet bar at the top. Currently three are selected, Creator, Subject type and Style/Period. From the facet on subject type the value portraits is selected. As a result the other two facets only contain values that apply to the 11 portraits. In the Style/Period facet one aspect of the semantic autocompletion functionality is visible. The art style that lays deep in the tree structure is shown while only three characters are typed.
Below the facets, the current constraints are shown. The first constraint shows the selected class. The second constraint is not on the currently active class, instead it is a constraint on resources of type Person. Through the cross relation creator, it is used to constrain the set of Artworks. Hence, the result set contains Portrait paintings made by artists that are born in France. Bellow the constraints the results are visible. Here, the results are grouped by Culture, (French) , that has only 4 paintings. Any property available on artworks can be used for grouping the results. The bottom part shows the semantic timeline. The dots represent the artworks. The semantic related classes are used to find additional resources with temporal properties, in this case, artists and art styles.
We will present the demo on the above dataset, as well as, on various other datasets, including NewsML and Peter Mika's Flink data. Furthermore, we will demonstrate live uploading and browsing of RDF data on request of conference participants. Fig. 1 . Snapshot of the /facet GUI on the http://e-culture.multimedian.nl dataset.
